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Using the Smarter Way to Learn method, you actually learn HTML/CSS, you don’t just read
about it.Research shows that you learn four times as effectively when you practice after you
read. So each chapter is paired with free, interactive exercises--more than 1,000 of them in all.
You know you're learning because you can prove it to yourself.Testing shows that books and
courses load up the learner with too much information at once. Smarter Way chapters are
divided into bite-size chunks so you're not overwhelmed.Reader friendly. No jargon. Everything
is explained in plain, non-technical English.Written for beginners, but experienced developers
will find it valuable for brushing up their skills.Exercises are free and interactive, online.Lots of
coding examples and illustrations.Re-do an exercise as many times as you need to until you get
it right and know you got it right.Each group of exercises builds on previous chapters so learning
is reinforced all along the way.Automated Exercise Manager corrects your mistakes and points
you in the right direction when you stumble.The Smarter Way to Learn series is the most-praised
collection of programming books on Ebook Library. These books have earned more than a
thousand 5-star reviews from Ebook Library readers.Read the reviews that call The Smarter
Way of learning fun, involving, frustration-free, and confidence-building. Then, if you want to go
beyond reading about HTML & CSS and actually learn the skills, do it the smarter way.

RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR PREVIOUS EDITION"Anyone planning a leisurely trip around the
country would find Off the Beaten Path a rewarding reference book to keep on the
dashboard."The Boston Globe"Off the Beaten Path is one of the most handsome, informative
and neatly organized travel books I've seen..."Chicago Sun-Times"...is a delightful source of
ideas for vacations, weekend outings, and day trips."Philadelphia Inquirer"Just when you think
you've discovered the perfect vacation place, Reader's Digest publishes a captivating and
informative guide..."- Los Angeles Times"...is rich fodder for vacation planning. The well-
illustrated guide will suit those who want a jostle-free vacation and prefer nature's attractions to
the man-made variety."- The Tampa TribuneAbout the AuthorReader’s Digest simplifies and
enriches consumers’ lives by discovering and expertly selecting the most interesting ideas,
stories, experiences and products in health, home, family, food, finance and humor. Our portfolio
of products includes our flagship magazine Reader's Digest; Taste of Home, the world's largest
circulation food publication; The Family Handyman, America's leading source for DIY; and a
suite of enthusiast titles including Birds & Blooms, Country, Country Woman, Farm & Ranch
Living and Reminisce. Our content is delivered in multiple platforms including print, digital,
books, and home entertainment products. Further information about the company can be found
at www.tmbi.comExcerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.travel
information;nature photography;tourist information;vacation planning;united states;world



travel;adventure guide;color photographs;travel destinations;travelogue;avoiding crowds;budget
friendly;vacation;secret places;scenic guide;natural worldRead more
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A Smarter Way to Learn JavaScript: The new approach that uses technology to cut your effort in
half A Smarter Way to Learn HTML & CSS: Learn it faster. Remember it longer. A Smarter Way
to Learn jQuery: Learn it faster. Remember it longer. CSS (with HTML5): Learn CSS in One Day
and Learn It Well. CSS for Beginners with Hands-on Project. Includes HTML5. (Learn Coding
Fast with Hands-On Project Book 2) Learning Web Design: A Beginner's Guide to HTML, CSS,
JavaScript, and Web Graphics Learn JavaScript VISUALLY with Interactive Exercises: The
Beautiful New Way to Learn a Programming Language (Learn Visually) Head First HTML and
CSS: A Learner's Guide to Creating Standards-Based Web Pages



Ebook Library Reader, “Learning HTML. I find the learning techniques presented in this book
extremely useful in retaining the material just studied. I really am impressed with the interactive
exercises that are used. I will definitely take additional courses in the future. I actually am excited
to jump right in and start learning how to code HTML.”

Vincent Vancasso, “Loving it.. You may understand HTML from reading but until you implement
your knowledge through actual coding you will struggle to retain what you've read.”

Mike J, “Took a Class, This book is much better.... Last fall (fall of 2019) I took an introductory
level class to web development. I honestly wish that I would have had more time with it because
it was way more involved, even for an introductory level, where it seemed like the class was all
learning at different levels, and the instruction was so-so. Some classmates knew what they
were doing. I was one of the complete novices, and required additional help from my professor
to figure out some of the nuances. I ended my semester not completing 3 of the assignments (in
JavaScript) simply because I didn't have enough time to master the HTML and CSS with the
minimal training. I really needed more activities to master this coding language. I want to note
that I have a basic conceptual understanding of coding. I am a Special Education Teacher in
Math and Sciences (teaching in subject content of Algebra).Pros:This book is well sequenced. It
offers practical and SHORT activities for learners to apply their knowledge immediately and to
test themselves on their knowledge as they go along. There are several activities that you can do
at the end of each (2-pages at most) chapter to see if you understand the concept being taught. I
appreciate how the author attempts to simplify the main concepts into short chapters so you can
attempt to learn code quickly. He tries his best to also cover all basis, so if you had any
questions that they might be answered by his explanation.Cons:Some of the examples are over
simplified. There are some areas where it would be best taught if the reader had a solid example
to copy exactly as is, only because there are some topics he did not cover enough of. I've
noticed some really simple spelling and syntax errors in his examples that would cause the code
to NOT WORK. I was fortunate to see them myself, but for other novices this can create hours of
frustration. I still think that his intentions were good and this is one of the better books out there,
but it could have used some more editing. This book also doesn't have enough visual examples
for the user to learn independently. I think it's hard to have a happy medium of examples, but this
book doesn't seem to have enough. A MAJOR ISSUE/FLAW with this text, is that the chapters
should be treated as individual activities (in other words you cannot just use the same file
because he recycles the same examples, so coding that was specified in a previous chapter
might be different, but the new example will have the same name as the old one. This has
caused me to create several instances of conflicting code because I was doing all the activities
in the same file, never realizing that these things were going to interfere. It's basically poor style



of writing on the author's part.)My textbook for my online class was extremely colorful and had
tons of visuals, but it was honestly difficult to read because the numerous amounts of visuals
had a lot of inconsistencies as to what was an example, and what was important information.”

BeckyC, “Excellent way to teach yourself coding. I have always had an affinity/natural ability for
computer programming, but was unable to take that as my major course of study at the campus I
attended when I went to technical school a little 'later' in life. I was able to take a couple of
classes in a couple of languages back then, and although I loved it and was good at it, it is still
challenging to learn even when you have instructor and tutors to learn it from right in front of you,
so now, even more 'later' in life when my ability to learn isn't nearly as quick as when I was
younger and my memory is worse, when I wanted to teach myself so I could finally do what I
really loved, I knew I was getting into a big challenge for myself.While searching for books here
on Amazon, I stumbled across Mark's books while looking up JavaScript texts. His books were
highly reviewed and I knew from my previous experiences that the best way to learn coding is to
practice it yourself (because in a way you're learning a whole new language; a certain, precise
way of thinking). I was very excited that the chapters were short and you practiced every chapter
to really get this into your memory (old as I am now, this is a very important aspect).I got the
JavaScript book first (which I haven't reviewed yet as I haven't finished it yet), and then found
that I really should know HTML/CSS in order to plug in my JavaScript code into the webpages
that would be using it, so about halfway through that book I purchased this one and started it. I
have really enjoyed this way of learning. I've finished the book before reviewing, the only thing I
haven't done is the last "exercise" which is to build my own 3-page webpage. I wanted to wait to
review til I truly had gone through the whole book so I would be giving an honest review that is
truly from my own experience of the learning process in the book.Just a note, although I firmly
give this a very enthusiastic 5 stars, there are a few typos here and there in the book. I have read
other self-published books, so that doesn't phase me, I knew what was being communicated or
if there was some punctuation or the like left out of a coding example in the book, it was already
so impressed on my brain the correct way to do it, sometimes I didn't even notice those tiny
errors myself until I was copying the examples into my notes! (which really helps my
memory)Final note, all Mark's books in particular are so incredibly inexpensive for the Kindle e-
reader version that's why it was so easy to make the first purchase that I did. I downloaded the
Kindle for PC app and then could work on either my desktop at home or laptop when traveling,
so made it quite easy to continue studying even when I'm here, there and everywhere during my
week. Another note: Mark has made it so you can only go to online exercises link from the e-
book from PC, not Kindle Fires, phones or tablets, which makes sense because it would be
incredibly difficult to code from any of those devices, in my opinion.Main point: if you want a way
to teach yourself coding, I think this just might be the best way to do it, most bang for your buck!
Final point: please Mark come out with a PHP book soon! That is what I want to learn next after
finishing your JavaScript book!”



Peter M., “Fantastic resource. I bought this after going through the Javascript version of the
same book. Can't recommend them enough for jumping in and learning in a clear and concise
way.”

pukka, “Easier To Understand Than Shiny Looking Online Coding Courses. I've recently been
studying web development on an extremely well known online education website. I went through
the video tutorials took plenty of notes. Then when I thought I understood what I had learned. I
did the end of video tutorial test. I failed to my astonishment and frustration!Today "A Smarter
Way To Learn HTML & CSS" arrived. I was a little reluctant initially but I seriously want to start a
new career as a professional web developer. I got started at 4pm today and it's now 9:49pm.
This book has got me hooked and I'm learning a lot quicker because of the online
exercises.There were plenty of ah-ha moments as I've been working through this book. I cannot
recommend this book highly enough. Mike Myers has done a brilliant job of explaining the
intricacies of this technical subject. He explains this technology in easy to follow and understand
chapters. He even fills the gaps where the so called online web developer gurus fail to explain
certain topics like font stacks for CSS and why "Times New Romans" is in double quotes.If you
want to change your career into a high paying web developer "A Smarter Way To Learn HTML &
CSS", is without a doubt is the place to start. I'm looking forward to buying "A Smarter Way To
Learn Javascript" Pick up your copy today!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Well worth the price. This is a short cheap introduction to html and css.
It’s basic and aimed at beginners, but what else did you expect? It is a good introduction, but I
did find the online exercises a bit of a time vampire (don’t try to do them on your phone).All in all,
I can’t pick a fault with it. If you’re expecting to learn responsive web design you will be sorely
disappointed, although it does touch on the subject.I also have the JavaScript and jquery books,
so some more reviews soon.”

LCD Green, “An excellent way of learning that will make the knowledge stick. I have no
experience of writing code in any markup or programming language, but I am finding this book
very easy to follow and the free exercises that go with it are excellent. The book makes
everything very clear; in some coding resources I've seen, everything will be going along nicely
and suddenly some strange bit of code will appear with little or no explanation as to what it does
or why it's necessary. This doesn't happen in Mark Myers' book.A note on the exercises on the
accompanying website: they are pretty straightforward because the course is taught in baby
steps, and they also are a little repetitive. However, the repetitiveness is great because it really
does make the knowledge stick. If you find a question boringly easy then that's good news.
When you get questions in a module wrong you are asked them again at the end, but there is a
really good system where you can set questions as correct if you feel they were marked wrong
unfairly. You can also skip a question and mark it as completed if you just can't be bothered to



answer it, which can be useful one you get the hang of things.I really do feel that what I am
learning from this book is actually learnt rather than stuck in my short-term memory, and I highly
recommend this method. Many thanks to Mark Myers, and I hope he does well out of this book.”

Nicos, “Great way to learn. If you want to learn HTML and CSS this book is for you. The
approach is very hands on via the website, with interactive excercises that really worked for me.
You have to put in the time of course but if you do you will be rewarded with learning in a way that
makes the knowledge stick.I have never coded any HTML but now feel comfortable with laying
out HTML code and working with CSS (Cascading Style Sheets). I have a number of other
books but none work for me as well as this. You will also find the writier Mark Myers very helpul if
you send feedback via the website.Well done Mark Myers, great book at a great price. I will be
moving on to his Javascript book and hope he gets more stuff out there.”

John, “A good way to learn.. I have just started this book and i'm as thick as they come... but this
book simple, and explains everything in a way a simpleton like me can understand.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 957 people have provided feedback.
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